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If you could feel what I feel  
There'd be no more questions  
If you could know what I know  

You'd be carried away  
If you could hear my thoughts of you  

It'd change your direction  
Move you towards tomorrow,  

And not yesterday  
 

Through all the summer midnights, blue skies dripping stars  
I'll hold you so close to me, heart to beating heart  

 
Looking deep in those dark brown eyes, waiting for the day  
That all your doubts are answered, and you know I'm here   

Oh I’m here to stay  
 

If you could see how your smile  
to me is perfection  

If you could feel how your touch  
takes me away  

If you could taste my hunger  
in your reflection  

Know my plans for the future,  
And not just today  

 
Through all the summer midnights, blue skies dripping stars  

I'll hold you so close to me, heart to beating heart  
Looking deep in those dark brown eyes, waiting for the day  

That all your doubts are answered, and you know I'm here … 
oh I’m here to stay  

 
Adding substance to the shadows  

Each of us being strong  
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With no clear path to follow  
We make it up as we go along  

 
If you could hear my heart pound  

with overwhelming affection  
And feel how it breaks  
at some things you say  

If you could have even a sense  
of my deep connection  
That everyday struggles  

just can't take away  
 

Through all the summer midnights, blue skies dripping stars  
I'll hold you so close to me, heart to beating heart  

 
I'll write a million love songs, and sing them every day  
Until all your doubts are answered, because I'm here… 

Oh I’m here to stay 
Yeah yeah yeah yeah 

I’m here to stay 
I’m here to stay 
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